
Your PGA or LPGA
Professional will initial and
date the skill listed on this

progress report after each
one is passed.

CHIPPING
SKILLS TEST

Put Your Forms to Work
After completing all of your Chipping
Forms, you can take this Chipping Skills
Test. It has two parts—a short chip and
a medium chip. Both parts must be
completed with your instructor
present. Once passed, he or she
will sign this page, showing that
you have completed this portion
of the Yellow Tee booklet.
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Short Chip
Place a ball a few feet off
the green, 20 feet away
from the hole. You
must chip 3 out of 5
shots within 8 feet
of the hole. 

Medium Chip
Place a ball a few feet off
the green, 40 feet away
from the hole. You
must chip 3 out of 5
shots within 16 feet
of the hole. 
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Progress Report 

Instructor must check the
numbers below after the
student completes each skill.

Initials      Date

Short Chip

out of 5

Medium Chip 

out of 5

NOTES

1

2

1✔



CHIPPING
FORMS

Just Off the Green
Check the first four steps detailed in the Green Tee
booklet, and add steps 5 and 6 to pass this section.  

Aim the
Train

Use a square setup,
and aim the train at

the target.

6 ➤5➤

Weight
Forward,
Hands
Ahead
Place more
weight on your
front foot and
position your
hands ahead of
the ball. 

Progress Report 
Instructor must check the
numbers below after the
student learns each form.

Initials      Date

Hotdog in 
Bun

Y Setup

Eyes over 
Ball

B = F

Weight Fwd.
Hands Ahead

Aim the Train

1

2

3

4

5

6

1✔

8

➤

1 Hotdog
in the Bun

Eyes over
the Ball

3➤

The “Y”  
Setup

2 ➤

4 ➤

Your PGA or LPGA Professional
will initial and date the chipping

form listed on this progress
report after each one is passed.  

Backswing =
Follow-through
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RULES
VERBAL TEST

Play by the Rules
This is a 10 question test with YES or NO answers (pre-circled). You must
correctly answer 5 out of 5 questions selected by your instructor.  

If you find your ball and it’s out of bounds, do you have to
add a penalty stroke to your score and replay your shot?

Yes No

If you hit your ball into a water hazard, such as a lake or
creek, and you can’t find it, do you have to add a penalty
stroke to your score?

Yes No

Before you putt, can you smooth out a scuff mark on the
green made by someone else’s shoes?

Yes No

If you play a stroke from the putting green and your ball hits
the flagstick, is there a penalty?

Yes No

Are you allowed to drop your ball without a penalty if it ends
up on a paved cart path?

Yes No

When playing in a tournament, are you responsible for
checking your scorecard for accuracy, hole by hole, and
signing the correct scorecard?

Yes No

Can you use another player’s club to hit your shot?
Yes No

If you accidentally cause your ball to move once it’s in play, is
there a penalty?

Yes No

Are you penalized for accidentally hitting the wrong ball?
Yes No

If you can’t find your ball after searching for five minutes, do
you have to add a penalty stroke to your score and replay your
shot?

Yes No

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Study the questions
above, and your PGA
or LPGA professional

will test you when you
are ready. Once you
have passed, he or

she will initial and date
this page. 
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NOTE TO
INSTRUCTOR:

This test should be given
orally by choosing 5 out of
the above 10 questions for

your student to answer.
They must answer all cor-
rectly to pass this section.

Progress Report 
Instructor must check the
space below after the
student passes the oral test.

Initials      Date

5 out of 5 correct 

NOTES

1

1✔


